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:TORY PRICES
ENTIRE FAMILY

first New England state to re-apportion its
legislature equitably in accordance with the
high court's decision.
Muskie, seeking re-election in November
,..gainst Rep. Clifford G. McIntire, called for
strengthening of state governments "through
:e-affirmation of the principle of equal repre-entation for all voters. "The ability of our
system of government to meet the challenges of
:ne future depends on the effective strengthen:ng of state and local governments," he added.
-The overriding question is whether our fed-

Senator Edmund S. Muskie yesterday defended the recent U. S. Supreme Court's reapportionment decision, pointing out that
"some deviations from the equal population
principle are constitutionally permissible."
The Democratic senator said state apportionment laws "need not be based on pure
arithmetic," and blamed most states for refusing to correct inequities caused by population
ishifts within their borders.
I Speaking in the packed Hauck Auditorium,
Muskie, 50, pointed out that Maine was the

eral system is to be a dynamic . .. instrument
of 20th century government," he said. "To be
effective, federalism requires responsive, nsponsible government at all levels, but ma;apportioned legislatures frustrate this goal at
the state level," Maine's Democratic senator
concluded.
Muskie, concluding his first term in the
U. S. Senate, was met in Orono by the University's local Young Democrats chapter and
escorted onto campus in a car cavalcade to the
auditorium for his 3:30 p. m. speech

Trustees Combine U-M
Nursing School, MMC

. to 5 P.M.
ts of Free Parking

By BONNIE GLATZ

A Progressive Newspaper Serving A Growing University
(Iron°.

Graduate Student
Aims At Seat In
Maine Legislature
John Martin. a graduate student
in government, is running for a seat
in the Maine State Legislature.
Martin, who defeated the Demo:ratic incumbent in the June primary, will represent the towns of
Eagle Lake. St. Francis and Allacash in northern Aroostook County
if elected in the Nov. 3 election.
Martin is currently working on
his thesis, making frequent trips
home for campaigning and working
the U-M Young Democrats
.o. He plans to attend the up-ming special session of the legis.ure in order to meet some of the
gislators and become more familr with the Maine legislative proPs1 Although Martin is leaving nothI to chance, he is quite confident
f• the success since 80e1. of the
oters in his district are Democrats.

"so

otember 21. 1964

Proposed arrangements for combining the liberal arts courses
of the University's School of Nursing with the clinical facilities of
the Maine Medical Center in Portland were passed last week by
the Board of Trustees.
The consolidation "appears to be in the best interest of the
School of Nursing, as well as nursing education in Maine," stated

Pay-less Phones Replace
Former Dormitory System

a recent bulletin discussing the proposal which was released by Dr.
Austin Peck. U-M vice president for
academic affairs.
Under the present system, the
School of Nursing provides a fouryear program in vs kit all courses,

where they could previously call by
paying ten cents.
This campus-uide change (not
yet complete in Dunn and Corbett
Halls) is the result of this fall
semester's increase in fees for board
i.nd room. William C. Wells, Dire:tor of Residence and Dining
Halls, said that this increase has
been used to improve services to the
Audent. Of the 525 increase, he esinsulted that the apportionment
breaks down into an approximate
52(1 per student spent for housing
and 55 per student for food.
Wells said that the success of
the new system depended to a large
extent on the integrity of the student body and that so far no complaints had reached him.

in
s tilt
...OUIIIVMS N. 110 plan
OW NOS I'tnlocr elections should
remember that they must register
in person with their local h
town officials before they are
eligible to vote.
According to the Orono Town
Clerk, students who are not residents of Orono cannot register in
Orono. After a student has registered, he can request that his local official mail an ab•entee ballot
to him.

The old system of semi-public
pay phones in the dormitories has
been replaced by a Bell Telephone
Centres system which enables students to phone without cein

No YOOP's
Meet Barry?

The Republican State Co:- ,.tee
has arranged for a number vi rajama-clad University of Maine in
Portland Young Republicans to join
a 500-car. 8 a. m. cavalcade Friday
to welcome presidential aspirant
Barry Goldwater to Maine.
Now the only problem is finding
enough Young Republicans on the
UMP campus.
Alvin Rogers. UMP director of
student publications, said he is faced
with the problem of. first, finding
the Young Republicans because they
all graduated last year. and second.
coping with the Young Democrats
who will parade with anti-Goldsvater and a number of incidental -Go
Back to Aroostook" placards.
Plans call for a large float. "Barry wagon." according to the public
relations firm handling the visit.
with "Wake Up for Barry" lettered
on each side.
John M. Romanyshyn, professor
A large hollow clock with a pretof sociology, will present the only ty girl popping up from time to
on
year
the
of
Lecture"
-Last
AWS
time, surrounded by UMP YGOP
Wednesday, Sept. 30, at 7 p. m. in members in pajamas and nightcaps
the Maine lounge of the Memorial will complete the student float.
Union.
Rogers said the Republican adherAt a -Last Lecture- the professor ents scheduled an organizi,lional
presents a topic as if it were the last meeting Wednesday. while the Demtime he would ever address a class. ocrats met an hour earlier in the
This does not mean that the speaker same room for a strategy session.
is retiring or leaving the University.
"Reasons for Anger" will be the
topic of Prof. Romanyshyn's talk.

Sociology Prof
Will Deliver
'Last Lecture'

Romanyshyn received his B.A.
from the University of Oklahoma in
1942 and his M.A. from the University of Chicago in 1952. He has
been on the Maine faculty since
1953.

Chorus, Singers Seek
Additional Male Voices
Men! I heir ate still openings in
the Maine Chorophonic Society and
the University Singers.
This year's activities will include
a two-week tour by the University
Singers of the New York World's
Fair in May.

both general education and nursing, are taught by l niversity flunky. The first two year- are spert
on the Orono campus and are
devoted) large'', to general educslion. During the junior and senic r
sears, students have clinical experience at the Eastern Maine
General Hospital, the Maine Med.
cal Center. Thayer Hospital in
Waterville and Roston State Ho-pita!, in addition to field caper ence with the State Division et
Public Health Nursing. Graduate.
of the school receive the bachelcr
of science degree and are eligible
for licensure as registered nurses.
Acute problems concerning facu ty recruitment and retention and th,
use of clinical facilities have arise
under this system. Maine does at:
have a sizeable reservoir of nurse..
prepared for teaching, and this prollem is heightened by the natiorm
shortage of such instructors.
Co-ordinating courses among
widely dispersed staff constitutes air other draw-back of the preset:
system in addition to the difficult.
of finding assignments for facult.
when courses run for a semester o'
less, after which students leave tto
clinical facility.
When University officials discussec
with the Maine Medical Center thv
possibility of additional clinics
space, it was learned that Wes •
brook Junior College plans to it.
augurate a two-year associate di.
gree program in September. 196:
and wishes to teach its clinical nuring courses at the Maine Medics
Center. The Portland School t`
Practical Nursing has asked to Iran:fer courses now taught at Mere
(Continued on Page Three)

Candidates Called
For Nine-Member
Judiciary Board
Intro iew s for all f lernit •
nien intered.tell in running fair .
p0-it ion on the Judicial Ildiard 11)•

President Lyndon B. Johnson
will visit Portland on Nfonday.
September 28. at 5 p.
Car pools and possibly buses.
sponsored by the U-M Young Democrats and Young Citizens for
Johnson-Humphrey. will be available to all those who would like to
attend this event. The group will
leave early Monday afternoon and
return that evening.
Anyone interested in the trip,
please contact any of the following
officers as soon as possible: Brad
Ronco, Barbara Prescott, Nancv
Jewell. John Martin. Alice MacDonald, Frank Miller. Jim Henderson
or Howard Cody.

Council wi
. Interfraternity
1114
conclude twiny.
The Board, I.F.C.'s latest innova•
lion. w ill edinvivt of nine member,

AMMER STEP FORWARD — %Nev., striving to improve service to
the student., the niversity Store CO. has placed a section of magazines geared to their estimate of the level of student intelligence. No.
y
our test for Cp 119 isn't in stock, but in the MVO NO tttt ma,
be interested in

working to handle any violation.
pertinent to the fraternities on
campus.
The Evecutive Committee cl
the Interfraternity Council, prew
end, handling the interviews. lus
:innotinced that there will be no
more than one member from anone fraternity very ing on the itdirial Board. t fraternity-wide
election will he held Friday. Or%
in the Memorial I nion to determine the nine members le
serve during the ensuing sear.

Orono, %rine.

to tk•rts ber 24, 1964

'?

Trustees Combine
(Continued from Page One)
Hospital to the Medical Center.
since Mercy will not longer be available for this purpose.
The Maine Medical Center has
considered all these programs in
the light of the present situation
in nursing education and has coneluded that the hospital can best
meet its educational responsibilities by providing clinical facilities
for educational institutions to use
in teaching in the health field. If
this concept is carried out, the
Medical Center will discontinue its
three-year diploma School of
Nursing. Its last students will
graduate in 1967.
The affiliation with the Maine
Medical Center will permit immediate consolidation of many of the
clinical experiences required in the
baccalaureate program, thus eliminating duplication of material and
widening the opportunity for firsthand training. Many types of treatment and care can be observed at
the Maine Medical Center which are
not possible at any other hospital
in the state.

The YGOP has elected senior
Charles Washburn president for '64'65. Serving with him are Leonard
Watton as vice president; Karlene
Kelly. secretary, and Dale Douglas,
treasurer.
At their second meeting of the
year on Tuesday nie,t, Bangor Republican Robert Soulas addressed
the group following a brief business
meeting.
The YGOP will support the national Conservative ticket of
Goldwater and Miller. A small
delegation will travel to Portland
tomorrow to meet the Republican
presidential nominee's plane. No
plans have been made to form a
Republican group equivalent to
the Young Citizens for JohnsonHumphrey at the University.
Assistant Dean of Men Barry
Millett is acting as temporary adviser to the YGOP until recognition is
granted it by the Committee on New
Organizations. In the past both the
YGOP and the Young Democrats
Club have functioned only during
election years. They now hope to
maintain strong organizations in offyears as well.
Washburn noted an increase in
enthusiasm for the YGOP on the
U-M campus. particularly among
freshmen who make up approximately 75% of its membership.
Students interested in joining
should contact one of the officers or
members.
POLITICS CLUB
Dr. Robert Thompson of the history and government department
will speak at the first meeting of
the Politics and International Relations Club on Sept. 29, at 7:30
p.m. in the Lown Room of the
Memorial Union.
There will be a short business
meeting at 7 p. m. All new members
are welcome.

BEAUTY CANDIDATES — Nominated for Homecoming Queen are, in the usual order, Liz Smart, Androscoggin; Adrienne Ford, Cohn; Linda Lake, Kennebec; Marybelle Walsh, Balentine; Kaye Olson,
Penobscot; Judy Wescott, off-campus; Ronnie Wheaton, Hart; Sharon Dow, Eatabrooke, and Kathy
Jackson, York, Five finalists will be selected tomorrow. with the queen scheduled to reign over Homecoming, Oct. 9-11.

Y-Dems, Young Citizens Meet
To Discuss Planned Activities
The University of Maine Young
Democrats Club and the Young
Citizens for Johnson-Humphrey will
meet Wednesday, Sept. 30. at 7:30
p. m. in the Bangor Room of the
Memorial Union.
The program will include registration of new members who wish
to join the Young Democrats or the
affiliated Young Citizens for Johnson-Humphrey, brief description of
proposed club activities and projects, introduction of the club adviser, Dr. James Clark, and presentation of a color film on a Califor-

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
The Inter-Varsity Christian Fel
lowship will present -The Concept
of I.V.C.F." at 7 p. m. Tuesday in
the Totman Room, Memorial
Union. Anyone interested in InterVarsity is welcome to attend.

nia election race.
The Young Citizens for Johnson
group is designed especially for Independents, Republicans who wish
to support President Johnson. and
Democrats who normally would not
take part in Y-Dem activities.
Club projects for the fall will include a campus and an Orono registration drive, a polling project,
distribution of campaign materials.
and election day work.
All interested students are urged
to attend. Refreshments will be
served.

Our New Fall
and
Back to School
Merchandise has Arrived
STOP 'N SAVE

SNEA MEETING
The U-M chapter of the Student
National Education Association will
meet Wednesday at 7 p. m. in the
Memorial Union. Guest speaker will
be College of Education Dean Mark
R. Shibles. His topic is "A Glance
at German Education." All students
are invited to attend.

When in-sch
the State of
Television Netw
Monday. it mar
Channel 13, Cal
lion of the final
The Calais
opened less than
nel 12, WMEBthe air. The t
link, WMEM-T

STUDENT'S
SPECIAL
MONDAY-FRIDAY
250 Incl. Shoes
Just say you're from the U of 31
Dial 989-3798
Bar Harbor Rd.. Brewer

anything you want
We will have printed on a Ball Point Pen
University Name
Home Town
Club or Organization
Any comical slogan
you desire
Up to 16 Lettere
There Will Be A Grand Drawing Of All
Purchasers, Winner Receiving A
Six Transistor Radio With Case
Send Your Name and Address and What You
Want Printed Plus $1.00 TO:
Boyfriend's Name
Girlfriend's Name
Fraternity
Sorority

Negj

a 1,0610
(and remember, only

PENOBSCOT SALES CO.
1'.O. Box 784

Mirror, Maine

CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus weekly classified often. 750 for 25 words;
50 thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges. cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.
Old Town apartments for rent.
Heated and unheated. Furnished
and unfurnished. Available Now.
See Sandy at Economy Furniture. Old Town.
OLD TOWN — Apartments for
men. Call at Spark's Greenhouse,
827-4750.
LOST — One United States Air
Force, SAC, Restricted Arealine
Badge, SAL Form 138. 2"x3".
orange colored, in plastic. Mail
to A/2c. Charles J. Beveridge.
Box 1589. H2S2, Dow AFB,
Maine.
FOR RENT—Downstairs apartment, 5 rooms and bath. Park's
Hardware and Variety. Tel.
866-4744.
FOR RENT—Three room house,
furnished. Man and wife or two
students. Contact Mrs. Bimson,
31 Forest Avenue, Orono.
BLUEGRASS—Play the 5-string
banjo Scruggs' style. Or if you
prefer, play the guitar —finger
style. Group lessons. Prof. A.
Ede, 112 Barrows. 827-4729,

SHIRT 'N SKIRT OUTLET
NATIONALLY PANDA
LADIES' SPORTSWEAR
SAVE 50 TO 75%
Samples and Slight Irregulars

Brewer Shopping Center
Bar Harbor Road
Hours:
Mon.-Thur., and Sat. 10-5:30, Fri. 10- 9:00

by HERFF JONES

Your Representative On Campus

See the Ring Display and
Order lours at the

Traditional as t
Weeiuns! With co
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ing Scotch Grain
Bass of course,
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Opening Of Channel 13
Marks Complete Network

m Page One)
Medical Center,
ot longer be availse.
dical Center has
The programs in
present situation
ion and has cono•spital can best
nal responsibiliclinical facilities
stitutions to use
health field. If
arried out, the
II discontinue its
a School of
students will

When in-school programming on
the State of Maine Educational
Television Network went on the air
Monday. it marked the opening of
Channel 13, Calais, and the completion of the final link in the network.
The Calais station, WMED,
opened less than a year after Channel 12, WMEB-TV, Orono, went on
the air. The third station in the
link, WMFM-TV. Presque Isle, was

with the Maine
1 permit immedif many of the
required in the
am, thus elimiof material and
rtunity for firsty types of treatbe observed at
Center which are
y other hospital

YOUR

activitated in February.
University of Maine officials said
the Calais station, the eastern-most
television station in the country,
will carry programs to viewers in
Washington County.
The transmitter site in Meddybemps is a satellite station which
sends and receives on a signal.
At least three in-school programs
will be produced in the Orono
studios this fall.

BASS

DEALER

IN
OLD TOWN

BEN SKLAR

University Debaters
Announce Program
For Coming Season
The next University forensics
meeting will be held Tuesday at
3:10 p.m. in 305 Stevens.
At their first meeting last week
University debaters discussed the
forensics season for the coming year.
The program will include debate,
discussion, oral interpretation, original oratory, and extemporaneous
speaking.
During the meeting the national
intercollegiate debate proposition for
1964-65 was announced. It is: Resolved: That the Federal Government should establish a national
program of public work for the unemployed.
Introduced were Wofford G.
Gardner, director of forensics; Prof.
Arlin Cook, Warren Gasink, and
Donald Worster, members of the
speech department assisting in debating; Maine Debate Council and
Pi Kappa r:Ita officers.

Lanes
Brewer

BASS
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ORONO
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CUTLER'S

., Brewer

OLD TOWN
OFFERS

the maine

CALENDAR
Friday, September 25
Stag Dance, Sophomore Eagles
Rally
MUAB Movie, Love With A
Proper Stranger, Hauck Auditorium, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 26
Chi Omega Apple Sale
Delta Zeta Peanut Sale
MUAB Movie, Miracle of the
White Stallions, Hauck Auditorium, I p. m.
MUAB Movie, Seven Days In

la anon
logan

Plegiats,

CRAIG

Tuesday, September 29
AWS Executive Board Meeting
General Student Senate Meeting
Wednesday, September 30
AWS Last Lecture Series
Thursday, October 1
Second Installment On Fall Semester Charges Due
Panhellenic Council Meeting

Maine Artist Leo Meissner
Displays Works In Library
Maine artist Leo Meissner's works
—wood engravings and paintings of
mixed media—are currently on display in the Louis Oakes room of
the Library.
Meissner was born in Detroit.
Stich. and studied at the School of
Fine Arts of Detroit and the Art
Students League of New York with
DuBois and Luks. He was assistant
art editor of Charm Magazine and
art editor of Motor Boating Magazine. His work has been in more
than sixty one-man showings.
Meissner's paintings have been
listed with "Fifty Printings of the
Year" and are included in the per-

11

A

May, Hauck Auditorium, 7 and
9:30 p.m.

GREEN STAMPS

manent collections of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York
City, the Library of Congress and
the Farnsworth Museum, Rockland.
His name appears in American and
International Who's Who.
Since 1950 Meissner has devoted
his entire time to paintings and engravings. Exhibition Notes, the U-M
display guide, says his love for
beauty and feeling of oneness with
nature has enabled him to present
his subject matter in a stimulating
and real manner. According to art
critic Patricia Boyd Wilson, Meissner abstracts from his subject "the
reality which is his personal concept."

OPERA HOUSE

THEATRE • BANGOR

THE TAILOR
PRIME
NOW SHOWING

All Types of (leaning, Altering, Repairing
FREE Pick-up & Delivery on Campus

COLLECTION

Vaal\

MINT

inii-N&QUINN

(and remember, only Bass TP
Representatives in all Dormitories
OF

Bass

in, Maine

and Fraternities

GREG'S SUPERETTE

— SOON —

OUTER PARK ST., ORONO-OLD TOWN RD.

"SO DEAR TO MY HEART"

I MILE FROM CAMPUS

"I'D RATHER BE RICH"

WEEJUNS*

C,NEMASSCO.E

"KISSES FOR WY
PRESIDE,Nr•
AND

COLLEGE AVE.

to Orono
Home Cooked Peanuts
Green Mountain Potatoes

Bass

"FATE IS THE HUNTER"

U of M

CIDER and APPLES
BEVERAGES

°U
B'
'
HOUSE OF HITS

GROCERIES

US

MEATS

WEEJUNS*

FROZEN FOODS

Today
Richard Burton's

DAIRY PRODUCTS
"Hamlet"
AND
Traditional as e E,g, Game . . .
Weejuns! With comfortable, attractive
elegance, poised, easy.does.it styling
and hand.sewn moccasin toe — in
classic smooth leather, or new, dash.
mg Scotch Grain.
Bass of course!

Bass

Electronovision

GREG'S
Starts Friday
FULL LINE OF FRESH FRUITS

WEEJUNS*

GARDEN VEGETABLES

"THE UNSINKABLE
HOLLY DROWN"
In Color

OPEN EVERY DAY and EVENING
' Itegi•trryll fragle Mark

Debbie Reynolds
SUNDAY TILL 8 P.M.
Ilarle Presnell

04, it... Makes Wr

ns•

a.H. BASS•CO.. Lib 'Awn bt,••t. WOW.u•ine

PPP

Orono. Main,

maine campus
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7he Right Side

A Fair Hearing
By William R. Horner
For perhaps the first time since
the second World War, we are
faced with a presidential campaign
in which the public communications
media are coming out strongly for
either one candidate or the other. A
2robable reason for this is that the
candidates are so sharply divided in
their political philosophies. In most
of the elections which our genera:ion is clearly able to recall, it has
made -ttle, if any, difference which
zandid4t.: was elected — it now
makes a great deal of difference.
As most people are aware, the
public communications media in
New England are generally pro,ohnson. This has resulted, gen.'s-ally, in a greatly distorted picture of Senator Coldwatees
Goldwater has been labeled an
solationist. He is not one. On the
contrary, the Senator believes in an
ictise foreign policy based on vic--ny over the communists rather
than appeasement of them. He feels
that the weak policy of appeasement
is more likely to lead to war (witness Britain's policy with Germany
in 1938) than the strong policy of
'Don't tread on me." Senator Gold-

water does not believe that the public will put up with President Johnson's statement that American men
are dying in South Viet Nam to preserve the status quo.
Senator Goldwater has also been
labeled as desiring a return to the
"good old days." This propaganda
can be believed only by those who
have no understanding of the term
consers•ative, which is correctly applied to the Senator. The conservative philosophy is based on tradition
and social stability. It holds that the
institutions established in the Constitution by our founding fathers are
as applicable today as they were at
the time of their conception. While
the conservative philosophy can be
progressive, as it is in Senator Goldwater's case, it can never be radically progressive as President Johnson's liberal philosophy is.
The public has been led to believe that the Senator would
abolish the Social Security System by making contributions voluntary. This is not the ease. He
does, howe.er, feel that citizens
should have the foresight to plan
for their retirement. The Senator
believes that the system is de.

grading to those who receive its
benefits. Social Security does not
take people off the "public
dole;" it puts them on it. If people were to manage their own retirement affairs, they could recover the 10c", of their savings
that is used to finance the cost of
operating the Social Security
System.
In short, Senator Goldwater favors a return to the individual initiative which carved this country
out of the wilderness. He believes
that all those who are able (it has
been shown that even the handicapped can earn a good living)
should chart their own paths without federal interference.
In fact, the Senator opposes federal interference both in the lives of
the citizens and in the functions of
the states because he feels that the
federal government is not responsive enough, merely due to the great
number of citizens and their widely
varied needs. For the same reason,
he desires to leave to private industry all activities which can possibly
be handled by private industry. He
does, however, oppose monopolies
— both union and business.

Amino

Two Freshmen
Or, It's A Long Time To The Checkout Counter
By Rick Wile
He had his freshman beany tilted
it a rakish angle with the brim
- sited all the way up, a la Pinky
Lee. She, however, was no less
stylish, as she wore hers in the
f ishion of the Australian soldiers of
World War 11. They stood in line
.long with what seemed like many
aundreds of others, waiting patientto bily their books. At first they
didn't speak to each other, but as
- me passed, he finally offered her a
_ garette

"Yes, but you can't let up a bit,"
she said. "I've set a definite goal for
myself, and I'm going to work like
mad until I can become a teacher
and serse mankind." Suddenly her
brown eyes grew misty and appeared
to look far into the future. "That
is, of course, unless I meet the right
man."

"Gee, thanks," she said. "but I
ion't indulge." They both giggled a
id: self-consciously.

Now they were sharing confidential secrets. His voice grew low and
she had trouble hearing him.

"Oh. come on, hike one," he
-plied. "lou're not in high
• •Iv....1 any
more. you're an
du It now. Eyerybody in college
•-noLes." He lit his Marlboro and
sagged, his beany falling across
me. until it rocked precari•vusly on the end of hi. nose. "I
just started myself the other
day."
As if reassured by his confession,
she took the cigarette and waited
while hc lit it with trembling hands.
They both inhaled and choked
mightifs. "There now," he gasped.
" sn't that relaxing?"
-Hey. gee. it is!" she exclaimed
while holding her stomach. "I feel
r tall y great.'
They began to talk freely now.
about the homes they had left and
their plans and their hopes for the
coming years He was going to be
an electrical engineer, and she, a
'filcher
"I know it's going to to
r
hc said. "but there'll be
s. me for other thing. too. I'm just
going to study hard enough to

.o•

•

keep about a 2.7. I figure about
two or three hours a day ought to
do it."

"I've already picked out my fiat,"
he said peering to the right and to
the left before dropping his voice
even lower. "It's Zeta Omicron, the
best one on campus."
"How do you know so soon?" she
whispered.
"I read their booklet. 'Brotherhood.' I don't need to look any further. It said so."
"Gee. whiz," she cried. "I wish
I felt so much at home as you do.
You're so — PO worldly. And
classes haven't e.en started yet."
She grabbed his arm like a nutcracker while he tried to look
both proud and humble at the
same time.
Somebody at the end of the line
tripped, and, like dominoes, the students fell against each other,
throwing them of the rakish beanies
against a small figure standing in
front of them. This figure was very
dirty and needed a shave very, very.
badly. But our two heroes, now
fully adjusted to college life, decided to help this strange character to
feel at home.
"Isn't it beautiful up here in the
fall?'. she asked.

"I don; know.- eaine the reply.
"What frat are you joining?" he
asked.
"I don't know," answered the
stranger.
"What do you think of the
campus, isn't it . .. collegiate?" she
asked.
"I don't know."
"Come on, snap out id it," he
said. "Have a cigarette. Let's band
together in the spirit of the t ni.cr-it•. Aren't you for brotherhood?"
"I don't know," replied the °the:
"I came up here two years ago
stepped in this line, and I've beer.
here ever since' Got a light?-

We Need

Letters
lour gains Campus is published PO that you, the student.
can hate an opportunity to be
informed of the activities here
on your campus. The editorial
page is here for you to use. Express your opinions through
letters to the editor on any
pertinent artisities on campus
that you feel deserves some
comment. Name, may be withheld upon requeAt„ but all letters must be signed when they
are receised here at the Campus office so that we can check
the validity of them if tweetsmar,. Drop your letters off in 4
Fernald Hall or through the
campus mail. We are hoping
to hear from any of you soon.

The Grease Pit

A Big Nothing

And theyve r
everbody was
Course they pa
moved all shin
left them other
gray, but nobo
much anyways.
Member whi

By Joel,,Eastman
Student Senate elections will be
held soon, and undoubtedly the
same types of people will be elected
as in years past — those who run
because they feel they need an extra-curricula activity on their records and know the Senate is a painless way of picking one up, those
who agree to run because no one
else wants to, those who plan a
career in government and want
some experience, and, perhaps, a
few who want to represent their
constituents.
It has always been easy for even
dedicated Senators to resign themselves to being just "good boys"
and to go through the accepted motions because, as everyone knows.
the Senate doesn't have any power,
can't do anything, and doesn't mean
anything. Supposedly the Senate
represents the student body, but actually, even if the body was equally apportioned, which it isn't, it
wouldn't be representative because
no one would dare to say what the
students are thinking.
When everyone brushes off the
Senate by saying it has no power,
they fail to realize that it has potential power. This potential
power lie. in the fact that the
Senate could represent 5.000
prople — 5,000 people who bare
th.. largest part of the financial

burden of operating and expanding the Unkersity through tuition, dorm fees, and profits made
on books and supplies, but people who have no soice in the 'say
the University is run.
If the Senate were to be truly
representative, it would first of all
apportion itself equally and then
work for the best interests of the
student body by coming out publicly in favor of and lobbying for lov—
er tuition rates, lower dormitory
fees, lower prices on books and essential supplies, a change in the
drinking policy and regulations on
women, and a voice in the planning
of University programs and expansion.
This is not to say that all these
goals could or would be achieved
osernight for there are many
problems involved, but organized
pressure could be applied and
student opinions made known
which is more than is happening
now. It wouldn't be a bad idea
for those candidate, for the
Senate this fall who feel that the
student body should be truly representative to say so in their
campaigns. Those who don't
speak out will by their silence be
saying that they want the Sen.ste
kept as it has always Loren — a
big nothing.
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Dear Uncle Jake

No Apples Again

"TRATION

From Rube
,I

sq_

Dear Uncle Jake,
Wal, thingsre goin pretty fine up
here at the Big U, now that them
freshmen have lernt not to clutter
up the halls and doorways by
gawkin round when classes change.
Now it only takes 10 minits to walk
from one end to the other of thet
place they call Stevens Hall, ruther
than the IS it took last week.
Theyve made quite a few im.
proovmints here since last year —
started workin on two new buildins, built a new rod that heads
East (rum behind the Bears Den
to somethin theyre buildin out in
a field, and theyve even bought a
shinny new patty wagon fur the
fellers in blue suits to ride around
in. And the wagon even has two
radios, too. One of em squaks
(met in a while, but the other
radio plays "I Wanna Holt Yore
Hand" real loud at one erclock in
the mornin.
And theyve moved them cannons
everbody was ayellin about, too.
Course they painted the ones they
moved all shiny and new-like, and
left them other ones all rusty and
gray, but nobody notices that too
much anyways.
Member when I writ last win-
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Pregnant Question

To the Editor:
I have read with great interest the
booklet issued by the Office of Religious Affairs announcing the lectures on "Life— its Meaning, etc."
and the Centennial Ecumenical Conference, to take place next February.
I was especially intrigued by the
final address to be given during the
latter event, viz. -The Ecumenical
Movement: A Conservative Critique." Until I read that title. I was
blissfully unaware that a Conservative denomination exists. There is a
conservative [sic) movement in another sphere of human activity, of
which we hear much nowadays (too
much, in the opinion of some). Perhaps some questions are in order
about the nature of this latest presumed addition to the tower of
Babel.
I. Is this a liturgical, evangelical,
or fundamentalist group?
2. Is it deist and if so, trinitarian
or unitarian?
is) the Editor:
In light of the failure of last 3. Does it owe allegiance to Rome?
year's cannon-site protest, it is cer- 4. Who are its priests and (most
importantly) who is its presidtainly reassuring to see that the
ing bishop?
cannons, although displaced, are
still on the job, their shiny black 5. What are its tenets and creed?
muzzles trained on the river, and 6. How does one become converted to it: a simple declaration, a
that Aroostook's future sugar beet
loyalty oath, or by immersion
(total, partial, or sprinkling)?
In view of some of the current
practices of conservatives [sic] in
that other sphere of activity. I for
coffee, conversation, and
one would not be surprised if we
paperbacks
now have the real First Church of
Christ, Economist, which was so
memorably described a year or two
ago by Malcolm Muggeridge in
Esquire magazine.
Friday Afternoon: 3:30.5
Alan Smith
Evening: 8:30.11 Dr. Carroll

LETTERS

to the editor

the COFFEE HOUSE

"LOVE WITH A PROPER
STRANGER"
2 shows 7 & 9:30 Adm. 40e
Saturday, Sept. 26

that all these
be achieved
Mans
C are
ut organized
applied and
nide known
is happening
a bad idea
Cs for the
feel that the
be truly repso in their
who don't
ir silence be
t the Senate
s been — a

ter and aid a snowplow had tore
up the liberry steps? Now theyve
gone and put in great hunks uv
stone curbin. Boy, them fellers
in them plows otta have a field
day when the fust snow flies.
Them steps wuz big enuf to see.
but the snow will probly cover the
curbin. But niebbe they figure
they cant hit what they cant see.
My roomate tells me that Housewarmin' is October 10 this year.
Everbody shore is waitin fur the
Govner to come back agin.
I nit about the apple concession Agin this year, but the book
sellers said I Couldn't sell em any
inure. I gut,. an apple a day
keeps the doctor away, and theyve
gotta pay the school doctor for
somethin other than gum n out
asprints.
write agin, soons sompin
Wal,
happens thats worth writing about.
Yore Lovin Nephew.
Rube

crop will be protected from Cuban
gunboats.
The dorm, of course, does seem
to have swollen, despite the summer's dearth of rain, in contrast to
early estimates. Ah, but who would
willingly restrain clanging hammer
of progress? Have we really considered its possibilities? Couldn't Route
2 and Munson Road be made indoor
vehicular corridors of this new skyscraper? This would neatly take
care of two limits. Then we could
build completely around the Beta
house preserving it in a kind of
quadrangle within the new dorm.
Arthur L. Johnson

Beta Sanctuary

and expandthrough tuiprofits made
lies, but proice in the way

Disney'r,
"MIRACLE OF THE WHITE
STALLION"
Adni. 40e
I show at 1 p.m.
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Terrell discussing his play

Saturday, Sept. 26

Sat. Evening: 8:30-11

-SEVEN DAYS IN MAY"
2 shows at 7 & 9:30 Adm. 40c

Sun. Evening: 8:30-10

1

everybody's
doin' it .. .

By ELLEN F. TOOME1
Friday night the first rally of the
football season will be held in the
Memorial Gymnasium at 7:30 following a torchlight parade. The
parade will begin in three different
places in order to take in all of the
dormitory areas. One will start at
the York-Kennebec area, one at the
Penobscot-Stodder area and one at
the Gannett-Cumberland complex.
The three groups will meet at the
library and then march down the
mall to the Gym. Mayor Sarge
"Archie" Means has asked that all
participants be on foot as no cars
are allowed in the parade.
This is usually one of the more
"spirited" events of the year and
all freshmen are urged to attend.
Remember. you wear those beanies until the first touchdown, so
do all you can to make that TD
°true as soon as possible.
The Sophomore Eagles are sponsoring a stag dance following the
rally. From 8 to 12 The Cumber'
lands will provide soothing -Music
To Release Inhibitions By."
Delta Zeta will hold a peanut sale
the day of the game and the Chi
O's will be pushing the traditional
apple cart.
Tri-Delta has pledged four sophomores: Nancy Lee, Marian Agazarian, Meredith Sweetser, and Andrea Beck. Chi Omega has bowpinned two girls, Sandra Crowley,
'66, and Lorraine Edwards, '67.
PINNED: Leslie Brocksbank, Alpha Phi, to Jim Ballinger. Delta Tau
Delta; Lynne Brown, Alpha Omicron Pi to Gifford Stevens, Delta
Tau Delta; Grace Brown, Westbrook Junior, to John Kimball, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Margie Harris, to
Bryce Huff. Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Karen Keef, North Windham, to
Tom Lothrop. Delta Tau Delta:
Bonnie Sewall. Orono, to Dave Petligrino, Delta Tau Delta; Cindy
Shatz to James Baker. TEP; Judith
Wescott to Richard Fields. TEP:
and Mary Ann Miller to Sheldon
White, Theta Chi.
ENGAGED: Karen Armstrong to
Carl Forrest, '64; Carol Ann Blood

WIN a FREE STRING!
Bowl a "White Pin" Spare
Memorial Union Game Room Sept. 28-Oct. 10
For your chances—see gameroom manager

CUTLER'S HAS

Candlepin ilos.ling—Taltli. "Tenni,

',tensorial

1"nion

Game

R011111
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GREAT! ALPA KNITS ... the newest sweater look
wtth a continental flair and feel. Pebbly texture.
Luxurious touch. Yummy blend of 65% wool and
35% mohair. And all with their own color-mated
wool flannel bottoms. Brand new bright-light
colors, too. Sweaters, 34-40; bottoms, 5-15.

to Terry Allen; Sharon Copp to Albert Blackstone; and Sally Partin
'64 to George Champlin; Peg Prosser, Bliss. '65, to Bob Elcik; Judy
Jordan to Dave Page; Pat Carlin to
Bob Bruce; Carlene Powers to
Wayne Harvey, Theta Chi: Helen
Piteau. Portland. to Donald Stanhope, Theta Chi: and Sally Nash,
New England Deaconess Hospital,
to Steve Manchester. Theta Chi.
MARRIED: Pamela Rafnell and
John Whitmore, TEP; Sue Hamilton and Bruce Whittemore, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, '64; Dianne Starkey
and Jeff Huether, Sigma Phi Epsilon, '64; Linda Woods and Dave
Shibles, Sigma Phi Epsilon. '64;
Elsa Anderson and Jim Sanborn,
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Carol Snow
and Ken Murray, Sigma Phi Epsilon; and Doris Gammon and Tom
Coy. Sigma Phi Epsilon

notices
LAW ADMISSIONS TEST

1

The Law School Admissions Test
will be given at Maine's Orono
campus and at Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. on Saturday, Nov. 14.
The test also will be administered
Feb. 13 at Bowdoin and Colby Colleges and Apr. 10 at Bowdoin.
Candidates for admission to law
school next fall are advised to take
the test Nov. 14.
Sample questions, registration information and registration forms are
available at the Testing and Counseling Office in the Education
Building. Registration forms must
reach the Educational Testing Service. Princeton, N. J., at least two
weeks before the test administration
date.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
There will be a meeting of the
International Club at 7:30 p. m.. on
Thursday, September 24. in the
Walker Room of the Memorial
Union. All students and faculty are
welcome. Refreshments will be
served.

CHEM SOCIETY
There will be a meeting of the
American Chemical Society, Student
Affiliates, on Monday night. September 28. at 7:00 o'clock in 265
Aubert. All students majoring in
chemistry or interested in the field
are invited to attend.

—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
,itch and jewelry repairing
Unirersity of Maine
CLASS RINGS

OFFICIAL NOTICE
STUDENT ID. CARDS CAN BE PICKED UP IN THE
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE, WINGATE HALL,
AS FOLLOWS:
I:00 to 5:00 P.M.,
Friday. September 25

Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms

38 Main St.

Orono

tel. 866-1032

HILLSON
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
for the week of
September 24, 1964

Joe Ferris
8:30 to 11:304.11,.
Saturday. September 2b.

Adler Crew Socks
and

First Installment on

Converse Allstar Sneakers

Fall Semester Tuition

CUTLER'S OLD TOWN

due October 1. 1964

for ids 1964
Baseball pitching
feats
he recipient of this award is
entitled to $2 00 Personal Cleaning Service Absolutely' Free.

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 866-3647

Orono, Maine, September 24, 1964
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Search For Experienced Meaning Termed
Unifying Theme In Prof. Terrell's Production
By JOHN M. uviNcsToN
History & Government Department

lice •shich the vase represents. The third act too sudden and the therapy
infant sacrifice is traditionally a too obvious. One wonders whether
symbol for the loss of personhood. three vase episodes are necessary;
Prof. Carroll F. Terrell's play, Conversely, the rebirth of personal conversely whether more could be
produced for the first time at the identity is symbolically expressed in made of the presence, silent and
Hauck Auditorium last week, has. the image of the Divine Child. Are suggestive, of the vase on stage afas its author admits, many themes: not both symbols represented in ter its meaning is revealed. Finally.
the depersonalization of the exur- Cham? By his vicarious sacrifice he I question whether ESP itself is
banite woman: a husband's hatred becomes paradoxically a means of really a central issue and not rather
for the wife he loves: the thin line new life, both literally in the birth a good dramatic device. If so, it
between ESP and psychotic halluci- of Debra's child after ten years of could be treated more as such. In
nation: the deadliness of uncritical barrenness, and figuratively in the general, the very real thematic unity
constancy: and no doubt others. But re-creation of Debra's own identity of the play needs to be more clearly
the underlying theme which unifies — when she accepts him as a suggested in its structure. This unity
the play is what I would call the 'Christ' and stops bowing to him as should not be made obvious, but at
ambiguity of the search for experi- a 'god.' Cham is, in short, the sac- present I think it is too hidden.
rament of awakening, and his exenced meaning.
The production itself was highly
perience the necessary path toward
The subhuman quality of life in resolving the ambiguity of the creditable. Laurel Clements was
the Walsh family is evident from search for experienced meaning im- very sensitive as Debra, and especially convincing in her hysteria
the start, even in the anonymous plicit in the whole play.
scene in Act Three. Maruti Achanmodishness of the sets. The opening
Margo and Sylvia? The latter ta as Cham and Anna Carparelli as
scene is idyllic: the generosity of
Dick evokes effusive gratitude from plays contentedly with her ouija Margo also gave excellent performhis wife Debra, and the whole is boards though recognizing that sev- ances, the former in a role of more
capped by a warm toast to Life of- enteen years of devoted widowhood than usual difficulty. All in all the
fered by Dick's psychologist friend was a mistake. The former grasps play was most enjoyable, and alDoug. But the neighbors leave. Dick at Sylvia's advice that life without
and his wife are alone, and the a man is unendurable, and ends up though it needs reworking it has
picture has changed completely. keeping lonely and pointless vigil
Debra's emptiness and nameless near her deranged Cham. Unlike
anxiety meet Dick's resentment for Debra. Margo and Sylvia know no
a wife whom to love is a chore be- awakening because for them Cham
cause his love is hate. The basic remains 'god' even in destruction.
Debra's husband Dick also learns
question of the play is thereby
raised. Can Debra discover mean- self-awareness, but his progress is
Girl at perfume counter: Do
pure
Freud.
ing and identity? Can Dick in learnou have anything that will
ing the secret of his wife's emptiness
The instant psychotherap
l'ring out the mink in a man
transform his own resentment into ministered in Act Three by Doug
..,,ithout disturbing the wolf?
acceptance
if
not
ecstasy?
livable
is perhaps intentionally unconvincTwo little dogs were walkThe ambiguities appear immedi- ing. Yet popular Freudianism too
.ng down Main Street. Upon
ately. Debra's search has led her to
is 'judged' and found wanting. Debsighting all the parking meters
Zen. and the resolution of her crisis
along the curb, one said to the
comes as she experiences the truth ra's scepticism about Dick's "cure"
other: "You mean we have to
of Zen. "Suddenly the world has be- and the tentativeness of their new
come light-hearted" — but only beginning suggest that emotional
PAY now?"
when she has felt the ordinariness of maturity is no solution to ambig'real life' and of her place in it:
Remember we are your local
only when "The reality of the uity but only a necessary precondiTro•tworthy Store
Buddha-nature is the sound of one tion for facing it.
hand clapping" becomes "Get me
Some criticisms can be made. The
my coat. dear." Until the last scene first scenes seemed longer than
however, it is not Debra the Zen
student, the one engaged in the necessary; the resolutions in the
quest for meaning. who 'lives' Zen,
but the unintellectual and uncomplicated Jill. She has five kids, a washing machine, and an earthy scale of
values which makes her appreciate
in the clairvoyant Cham not ESP
but quite simply sex-appeal. Yet is
all Debra's intellectuality a waste of
time? Yes — because it is Jill who
Presents the Latest in
knows Zen in the real sense. No —
because, after all. Debra is not Jill;
High Fashion
and where would the human race
At Our Studio
be if all men and women were unintellectual Jilts? Also, though Debra must come to share Jill's awareness, she can not simply 'adopt'
this awareness in Act One because
such a step would have been just
another intellectual process.
Cham the clairvoyant is central.
Is it too preposterous to see in him
a Christ-figure? His ceremonies before the mysterious vase point to
the role he himself is destined to
play, through his psychotic regression. in becoming the infant sacri-
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11-M Gridders Host R.I.;
Edged By UMass. 6-0
By KEVAN PICKENS
The University of Maine football
team opens its home season Saturday when it hosts the University
of Rhode Island at Alumni Field.
The Black Bears' first away game
ended in a heartbreaking 6-0 loss to

ij

STELLAR SOPH —John Huard
recovered two fumbles against
Mass.
Massachusetts last week.
Rhode Island is always tough
against the Bears, although they
have not been a major threat for

THE GIFT SHOP
At University Motor Inn
Welcomes Students and Faculty
"Ererything for ereryorteFrom Novelty Gifts to
Hand Knit Wear
OPEN DAILY

8-11:30 A.M.

for your added convenience
5-8 p.m. Fri.-Sun.

Yankee Conference honors since
they shared the crown with Connecticut in 1957. The Rams edged
Maine last season 20-16, finishing
the season with a 4-5 record.
Last week coach lack Zilly's
Rams upset Northeastern 20-11
with the help of All-New England
tackle Joe Buesing (6-2. 216) and a
group of 19 lettermen. including 8
halfbacks. But lab, might go with
some newcomers in the backfield —
soph John Thompson and Bill Bryant.
Greg Gutter likes to throw from
the Rams pro-type offense, and the
Rhode Island quarterback has two
good targets in halfback Rick Jackson and end lames McMahon.
Great Team Effort
Last week the Bears, with a tremendous team effort, matched
Mass, tackle for tackle and only a
deflected pass in the waning seconds of the first half made the difference in the Redman's 6-0 victory. The crucial play came after
All-New England quarterback Jerry
Whelchel had led the Redman's to
Maine's 38 yard line. On the next
play end Bob Meers raced down the
right sideline. The pass was underthrown and defensive half "Stump"
Merrill knocked the ball down, but
it deflected off Brent Keene's arm
into the hands of IVIeer's who
stepped into the end zone for the
only score of the day.
Maine was held to a net yardage
of only 80 yards and the Massachusetts' front wall was impenetrable when the Bears threatened.
Huard Grabs Fumbles
In the first half John Huard recovered a Mass. fumble on Maine's
44 yard line. Passes of 14 and 12
yart.s from DeVarney to end Dave
Harnum and a 10-yard keeper by
DeVarney brought the Bears to the
Mass. 17. But pro-bound end Milt
Morin broke through to nail DeVarney for a 17-yard loss, and the
Bears' drive fizzled.
Later, Huard recovered another

Redman fumble, this time on the
Mass. 26, and Frank Harney and
Brent Keene moved the ball to the
12. But again Massachusetts' vaunted defense stalled Maine's attack.
In the second half neither team
could muster a sustained drive as
violent line play continued, and the

ROCKED 'EM—Rod Durgin led
the defensive unit against the
Redmen last Saturday.
game ended with Mass. on top 6-0.
Durgin Stars
Rod Durgin came of age as a defensive linebacker, rocking the ball
carriers time and time again. Soph
John Huard along with Floyd Horn
and Walt Hirst also pleased coach
Hall Westerman who seems to have
found an answer to his line problem.
Veterans Ernie Smith, Charlie
Harlow and Reggie Clark were stalwarts for the Bears up front, while
Frank Harney. Brent Keene and
Mike Haley moved the ball best
from the halfback slot.
But it was a complete leant effort that throttled New England's
No. I team throughout the fray.
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BEAR FACTS
By PETE MARKS

Hal Westerman, Jack Butterfield, Dave Rand, Walt Abbott
and the rest of the grid coaching staff are not the only ones these
days with 'passes,' fullbacks' and 'halfbacks' spinning through
their heads. Si Dunklee, coach of the Black Bear soccer team, is
now prepping his charges for their first encounter of the season
on Oct. 3, and you can bet that he's thinking of them, too.
Without question, the big news on the fall sports scene always
has been, and will continue to be, football. In a way this may
be unfortunate, for soccer, with its continuous and explosive action, is one of the world's most exciting and popular spectator
sports.
Long the exclusive property of Europe and South America,
it is just coming into its own, and justifiably so, here in the states.
In its first year of play in America, the International Soccer
League was a huge success, drawing crowds upwards of 30,000 in
New York, and this year many high schools and colleges will be
installing the sport for the first time.
Coach Dunklee enters his fourth season at Maine with fair
prospects and high hopes. In '61 and '62, in addition to his coaching duties with the ski and tennis teams, he held informal soccer
drills in anticipation of last year's varsity debut. In its first season
of competition, the club scored four goals and lost all of its six
games. This, however, is deceptive.
In its freshman year, the team suffered from lack of spirit
("no one even knew we were playing") and experience(-some of
the boys had never kicked a soccer ball before"). This year Dunklee has 27 men working out, including lettermen Steve Clark, Tom
Hauck, Bob Michaud, Don Chase, Bob Friedman and Rufus
Brown, and there is no doubt in the minds of anyone involved
that fans will witness a marked improvement.
Maine has scheduled six games with the three State Series
schools, of whom only one, Bates, has fewer than nine seasons of
varsity competition. The Bobcats, who open Maine's season, have
six, and Colby, which has carried a 10- to 12-game slate for 10
years. has lost only eight games in that whole stretch.
The Bears now have a year's experience, some veterans, and
a few capable-looking newcomers. They also have Si Dunklee. the
freshman football field, and a hard-core nucleus of fans. The Mets
didn't have much more when they started.

Education College Faculty
Proposes New P.E. Format
Changes in the physical education
curriculum have been proposed by
the faculty of the College of Education.

FOR RENT

WEDGEWOOD ARMS
MR.
G.
SEZ
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The program now in effect requires 36 hours in physical education, a 24-hour academic major
and a I5-hour academic minor.
The new program will reduce the
work in physical education to 30
hours, increase the academic major
from 24 to 30 hours, and provide
for a minor of 18 hours in either
an academic field or in health or

recreation.

• MAINE'S NEWEST AND FINEST

Planning a Party?

•43 MODERN UNITS
• FASHIONABLE INTERIOR OF
PROVINCIAL ITALIAN STYLING
• Full RESTAURANT

The
Picture & Gift Shop
has any and all
Party Supplies and
Decorations

THE KIND
Built-for-Tao

eta., minutes front campus at 480 Main St.. Bangor
Jct. Route IA and Interstate 395
Reservations 942-5281

Forrest It. Grant. Phi Eta C54)

ORONO
Home & Auto
Mill Street

SECOND FLOOR13 Hammond St., Bangor

S&S STORE
19 MILL STREET, ORONO

'9C

AUTHENTIC UNIV.OF
M SINE BLUE BLAZER
N% I T 11 U. OF M.
Pi tCKET EXCLUSIVE
9 MI US.

825.95

WELCOME TO OUR WAY OF VALUES
11,1T1 U.S.D.A. CHOICE MEATS. FINEST GROCERIF.
TOP
PROM CE, FROZEN FOODS. AND SERVICE IN THE ARE

PLUS S&H GREEN STAMPS

A.J.

L 1) 'MITM

IVENS &BOY'S
STORE
IONIORtHMAIN ST
OLO TOWN

100 FREE S & 11 Green

3 ll.'. of

8:30. AM.-6:00 P.M. MONDAY, TUESDAY, AND SATURDAY
8:30 A.M.--9:00 P.M. WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, AND FRIDAY

)'..1.4.•

I un
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Intramural Ball
Begins Sunday

400 U. of M. Women Met
At WAA Picnic Monday

1;
aural touch football
schedule gets underway Sunday with
Kappa Sig defending its championship against Delta Tau.
Teams
Time
Field
ATO vs. SN
1:30
1
TC vs. PAID
1:30
2
TIP s. LCA
1:30
3
KS' vs. DTD
1:30
4
PEK vs. TKE
2:30
1
BTP vs. PGD
2:30
2
AGR vs. SC
2:30
3
PKS vs. SPE
2:30
4
The dormitories swing into action
the following Sunday. Oct. 4.

Square Dancing
Club To Meet
Calling all square dancers! The
first meeting of the Women's and
Men's Athletic Associations Square
Dance Club will be held in Lengy el
Hall in the downstairs range Oct. 1
at 7 p.m.
All interested men and women.
stag or drag. are urged to attend this
first organizational meeting.
RIFLE CLUB
The Women's Rifle Club will hold
its first general meeting at 6 p.m.,
Sept. 30 at the rifle range in the
Armory. All interested upiserclass
women are invited.

Orono, Maine, Septenther 24, 1964 4

Approximately 4iio freshman and team and the Archery Club.
upperclass women met members of
Pam Hennessy served as general
the women's phys. ed. department
and of the Women's Athletic Asso- chairman for the event. Pat Olcott
ciation on Monday at the W.A.A. was program ch.iivrian: Karen Olson, invitations and hostess chairGet-Acquainted Picnic.
The V.A.A. Council presented man; Claire Colwell and Lee
its iaried program of sports and (barest. games: the Ei.gles, servers:
special activities of an interclass Jane 1 homp•on and Tenney Gayaand interdorm nature. Demonstra- za, name tags. and Susan Bryan,
lions ssere risen Is% the g‘innasticspublicity

LAUGH IT UP— Enjoying the WAA l'uir
(munching apple). Pam Hennessey and

U-Maine Archery Club
Holds Meeting Tuesday

31.

s.ere
• 1

Attention sENIttlt & LRAM,ATE MEN muderits—U. S. Citizens
needing nominal financial help to complete their education this
academic year—and then commence work--cosigners Required.
Send transcript and full details of your plans and requirements
to
Stevens Bros. Foundation, Inc.
610-612 Endicott Bldg.., St. Paul 1, Minn.
A non-profit Corp.
NDER(;RADS, CLIP AM) SAVE

Pal 014
.
011

-.

izm.Thattbirr
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING

The Archery Club will hold its
first meeting on Tuesday from 7 to
8 p.m. in Lengyel Hall.
Instruction will be given for both
beginners and those who wish to
brush up on technique. A novelty
shoot is planned for the evening.
A fall six-gold target archery
tournament is scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 7. Rounds have been
s.:lected for high school. college.
and other men and %omen.

ORONO

X01. I \NI

/

Gre
Ju
Election of
member Interfr
dicial Board wi
row from 9:30
in the lobby
Union.
All fraternity
ore eligible to v
ihree juniors a
the senior
number of vote
are.
Candidates
WC nominating
selected are: se
Sigma Phi Epsi

WELCOME BACK
COME AND SEE US FOR .kLL
YOUR PHOTO NEEDS
For Added Convenience
Leave your films at:
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
or
UNION NEWSSTAND for FAST SERVICE

JANEL'S
PHOTO SERVICE

A SUPERB LOOK
FOR SOPHISTICATES

THE
FORD
ROOM

Abow. an extra-smart three-piece costume chosen
from Catalina's fine separates. The jacquard
cardigan in green. blue, or black at $20.00. Sizes
34
:o 40. Complementing the sweater .ire the
basic
double-knit sleeveless shell at ¶11.00 and slip-on
slim skirt at $16.00.

gia

6

DINNER IS SERVED
also
LUNCHEON
Delicious Entrees
open daily
Memorial I.nion

Left, another handsome Catalina jacquard.
this
time in cross-over collar pull-over. Sizes 34 to 40,
blue or purple predominating. at $17.00. Here.
the sueater is shown with the famous double-knit,
slip-on Capri. Sizes 8 to 16 in seven shades at
$18.00.

second floor

(WEN

ERMA).

EI.E.V/NG

•TILL

NINE

CENTENNIAl.
vvill star in
ing Weekend.

New
B,
You say y
girthed man Ica
fashioned home
of the new dorm
der %hat he's do
The ansv.er i
the sign represc
' picket by the
.irriers and Bui
laborers Union
Lettered on th
••Tbii. job is
I. Merrill. Inc
contract a WI a
lion for con
formed on this
Local 1377., III
James Lynch.
for the Hod Car
purpose of the c
is to "inform the
&ions there::
not an organizat
is prohibited by
Lasv as an unfit'
He said state
used for this jo
union men het
should be allov.
Merrill is the

